
       1. history may not repeat itself, but it rhymes.
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     the foundation of post-WWII US science policy
 



    
    

      
    

    
    

       
      

      
  

“It has been basic United States policy that
Government should foster the opening of 
new frontiers. It opened the seas to clipper 
ships and furnished land for pioneers.
Although these frontiers have more or less 
disappeared, the frontier of science 
remains. It is in keeping with the American
tradition - one which has made the United 
States great - that new frontiers shall be made
accessible for development by all American 
citizens.” 









 
    

   
    

 

"Professionally our methods of
transmitting and reviewing the
results of research are 
generations old and by now are
totally inadequate for their 
purpose.” 



 https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/why-adobe/about-adobe-pdf.html
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Text
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WWW unexpected development:
worldwide extensible computer network. 

PDF unexpected development: clickable?
 



     
      

     
     

     
   

"The summation of human experience is 
being expanded at a prodigious rate, and
the means we use for threading through
the consequent maze to the momentarily 
important item is the same as was used in
the days of square-rigged ships." 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Garthsnaid_-_SLV_H91.250-933.jpg
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data-centric stacks
 





    
      

this is the choice explicitly rejected

by the people who started it.
 



          2. what kind of data network will we build in science?
 





     we see three pillars to modern scientific methods
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pilot approaches 

to create open systems, incentives, and norms
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build infrastructure
 
to provide robust, reusable solutions
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support research communities
 
that operate under these principles
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AMP-AD engages diverse communities of researchers
 
around biological and analytical problems 


too complex for a single institution
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    Sage’s role in AMPAD
Use technical, social, and analytical processes to promote 
team science and open science practices 

- Central repository for all data, methods and models 
- Consortium workspace for sharing opinion 
- Comparative analysis across modeling methods to assess their 

combined strengths and weaknesses  
- Combined analysis across data to generate jointly supported 


targets 

- Facilitate the collation of targets including cross-consortium 


empirical and subjective evidence. 

- Open data, methods, models, targets to broader community 



Fully Closed
Phase 

Team Phase 

Open Phase 

6 teams work independently
to identify AD targets 

Consortium compares evidence  
to select top targets 

Research and data presented to community  
for input and external use 

Community supported  
targets of interest 



 
     
   

 

centralization comes 
with the cloud. so how 

do we network the 
centralized hubs? 



     
 

3. what happens when we add

participant-centered science?
 





“Investigators will meet annually in-person
with each participant to assess and record 

progression … every six months, the team will 
conduct phone and mail surveys regarding 

diagnosis, medications, and other impacts of 
the disease…” 





high-dimensional data
 



	 	 	 	 	 	

same medicine, different impacts
 

62 y old Man 67 y old Woman 



tapping number shows effects of medication 
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participant-centered science doesn’t 

have as many institutional forces 

dragging it towards enclosure.
 



legal forces tho…
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treat IC as a design opportunity
 
Navigation 

Visual 	Information 	area 
Graphics demonstrate and reinforce the 
information provided in text. 

Main Concept 

Text Information area 

Learn	more 	links	 
Opens to detailed text	 from the 
consent	 document. 

Instruction	 area 

45 



 

	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

	 	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 											
	 		

tell the story of the study.
 

Welcome The research Your Data	 impact	 on your life - Issues
 

What	 is involved Your rights Potential risks and benefits Comprehension-	Review	&	 
Consent 46 




let the participant decide on
openness, not the scientist. 





        
   

      
      

"A record if it is to be useful to 
science, must be continuously 
extended, it must be stored, and 
above all it must be consulted.” 















    
     

  

each in their own way about
making sure the open data is 
consulted. not simply posted. 



an open data network, if we can keep it.
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